The Perfect Dragonfly Net
(As Pioneered by Paul-Michael Brunelle)
This net is made from an ordinary aluminum fishing landing net. Detach the ring, remove the fish
netting, carefully work an 18” insect net around the ring, and rescrew it to the handle. These nets are
lightweight and swing fast — great for landing Odonata (instead of fish, which eat Odonata, anyway).
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The ring circumference should be 56”
(+ or - an inch or two) in order to fit a
standard 18” diameter insect net bag.
(Circumference = π x Diameter)
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Warning: Once you remove the ring and discard the fish
netting, threading the net ring through the fabric loop
of the 18” insect net is harder than it might seem. That’s
because the aluminum ring is rigid and easily crimped.
But if the ring is indeed 56” in circumference, you can
thread the net; carefully work the ring through the
loop inch-by-inch. Don’t get over-zealous or you’ll
crimp the aluminum and render the entire project a
failure. Reattach the ring with sheet-metal screws
(you’ll probably want to add a couple of extras).
Wrap the attachment spot with electrical tape
so that the netting doesn’t catch on the screw
heads. Instead of standard insect netting, Brunelle
uses water-shedding plastic netting.
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The net ring should detach (unscrew)
here so that you can add the net bag.
Watch the linkage: some nets use
rivets or cheap plastic to attach the
ring to the handle.
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Note: These are actual net dimensions taken from one of Bryan’s Lucky Strike™
landing nets. Unfortunately, this exact “minnow net” model is no longer available (we
used to get them only from Canadian Tire stores in Canada). Lucky Strike increased
the diameter of the net ring on this model, which means than an 18” insect net no
longer fits. Other nets with these (or similar) dimensions are out there. If you want an
18” insect net like this one (and you do), you’ll need to shop around for a dip net with
a 56”-circumference ring. Please let Bryan know when you find one.
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